


PART III 

THE TRANSMISSION OF LEGAL 
DOCTRINE 

CHAPTER 1 

UMAIYAD PRACTICE AS THE 
STARTING-POINT OF MUHAMMADAN 

JURISPRUDENCE 

A. PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

OUR conclusions so far have led us to the beginning of the 
second century A.H. as the time in which Muhammadan 

jurisprudence started. Occasionally, we have met or shall meet 
legal opinions which can probably be assigned to the end of the 
first century.' But the essential features of old Muhammadan 
jurisprudence, such as the idea of the 'living tradition' of the 
ancient schools of Ia w; a body of common doctrine expressing 
the earliest effort to systematize;2 legal inaxims which often 
reflect a slightly later stage; and an important nucleus oflegal 
traditions-all these features can be dated, roughly in this 
order, from the beginning of the second century onwards. In 
any case, it is safe to say that Muhammadan legal science 
started in the later part of the U maiyad period, taking the legal 
practice of the time as its raw material and endorsing, modifying, 
or rejecting it, as the present chapter will show in detail. This 
is our starting-point for an historical study of the transmission 
oflegal doctrine in the pre-literary period, which is the subject 
of Part III of this book. 

As we are concerned with the early history of Muhammadan 
jurisprudence and not that of legal institutions as such, we need not 
attempt to analyse here the Umaiyad practice from which it started 
into its component parts. Two general remarks, however, arc rele
vant. Firstly: legal practice in the several parts of the Umaiyad 
empire was not uniform, and this accounts for some of the original 
differences in doctrine between the ancient schools ofla w. 3 Secondly: 

1 See abo\·c, p. 100 f., and below. pp. 234. 24;1. 

' See above, p. 161, on a local l\ lcccan custom. 
' Sec bdow, p. 211 ff. 
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although the dynasty and most of the Arab ruling class were 
Muslims, and although some elementary legal rules enacted in the 
Koran were more or less followed, 1 the legal practice during the 
earlier part of the Umaiyad period cannot yet be called Muham
madan law. Muhammadan law came into existence only through 
the application of Muhammadan jurisprudence to the raw material 
supplied by the practice. 1 It will be shown that legal norms based 
on the Koran, which go beyond the most elementary rules, were 
introduced into Muhammadan law almost invariably at a secondary 
stage. 3 

During most of the Umaiyad period the administration of 
justice lay in the hands of the provincial governors and, in so far as 
special judges were appointed, they were agents of the governors 
to whom these last delegated part of their functions.• The creation 
of a judiciary, separate from the political administration, dates only 
from 'Abbasid times. When John of Damascus refers to the law
givers (vop.oOhat) of Islam, he means the governors and their 
agents, the judges, and his repeated statement, which cannot be a 
mistake, on flogging as the punishment for theft shows that their 
practice disregarded an explicit rule of the Koran (v. 38), which 
prescribes the cutting off of the hand. 5 In a number of passages, 
Shafi'i and his predecessors refer, for the most part polemically, to 
the origin of legal rules in decisions of governors and their agents.6 

In assigning the origins of Muhammadan jurisprudence, which 
created Muhammadan law out of Umaiyad practice, to the later 
part of the Umaiyad period, I do not wish to deny that this practice 
contained earlier elements and, in particular, that some of its 
fundamental features were created by 'Umar. The problems of the 
caliphate of 'Umar, of pre-Umaiyad and Umaiyad administrative 
practice, and of the origins of Muhammadan law and jurisprudence 
have been discussed at length, but in rather general terms, by 
Caetani. 7 Parts II and I II of this book will show how far my results 
have led me to agree or to disagree with him. 8 

1 for examples of essential rules which were disregarded, see abO\·e, pp. 181,188. 
2 See further below, pp. 283 ff. 3 Below, pp. 224 ff. 
• See Tyan, Organisation, i. 132 ff., 169; Bergstdisser, in ;::,.D.M.G. lxviii. 396 f. 
' Migne, Patr. Gr. xciv. 1591; xcvi. 1337.John's references to the Hogging of the 

nopvo~ (Joe. cit.) take no account of the lapidation of the adulterer which is 
certainly later than the time of the Prophet (cf. Caetani,.Anna/i, iii, year 17, § 84, 
at the end). A governor, at the end of the first century A.H., punished drunkenness 
not by flogging but by the death penalty (Tabari, Annalts, ii. 1301: year 96); the 
punishment for drunkenness had not yet been fixed at that time (cf. Wensinck, 
in E./., s.v. Klramr). 

6 See a bon~, pp. 58 f., Go, n. 5, 63, 68, 7o, 7~. 74, 78. 7 Annali, v, year23, §§ 517 ff. 
8 I di,agrec particularly with his re\·ersion from the historical criticism of tradi-
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We often find the names of 'Uthman, of the Umaiyad Caliphs 
Mu'awiya, Marwan b. l;lakam, and 'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz, and of 
other members of the family mentioned in traditions which directly 
or indirectly reflect Umaiyad practice, and the occurrence of these 
names in a tradition makes a prima-facie case for the origin of the 
problem in question in Umaiyad times. We must not, of course, 
conclude without positive proof that the decisions or opinions 
ascribed to these persons are authentic; their names were quoted 
sometimes in order to put a genuine old practice under their autho
rity, but often in order to make them responsible for a rejected 
practice or opinion, or even in order to claim their authority in 
favour of a doctrine which superseded an older pmctice or opinion. 
The traditions which implicate 'Uthman and the Umaiyads are 
therefore to a great extent, explicitly or implicitly, counter-traditions, 
and in so far as they represent an anti-Umaiyad tendency, which 
they often express strongly, they cannot be earlier than the rise of 
the 'Abbasids, when everything to which exception was taken was 
blamed on the fallen dynasty of the U maiyads.• The 'pious' Umaiyad 
'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz escaped this fate and became a favourite 
authority of Auza'i and of the Medinese for the fictitious 'good old' 
practice, which was opposed to the real practice as it existed at 
the end of the Umaiyad period. Examples of all thi.~ have occurred 
before,2 and others will be found in the following sections. 

B. UMAIYAD POPULAR PRACTICE 

The present section is intended to illustrate the reactions of 
nascent Muhammadan jurisprudence to popular practice as it 
existed under the Umaiyads in general. 

Cult and Ritual 

Islamic cult and ritual were certainly rudimentary at the 
beginning of the U maiyad period, and the U rnaiyads and their 

tions (§ 519); with his antedating the origin of Muhammadan juri$prudcncc to 
about A.ll. so; and with his belief in the existence of many authentic traditions 
from the Prophet at the beginnings of jurisprudence (§ 549). 

1 We saw (above, p. 72) that Auza'i, who was himself a Syrian, showed as yrt 
no trace of anti-Umaiyad feeling. This applies to legal traditions only; it is agrred 
that political traditions directed against the ruling dynasty were put into circula
tion under the late Umaiyads. 

2 For 'Uthman see above, p. 153; for Mu'awiya, pp. 55, 114, 155; for Marwan 
b. J:Iakam, p. 114; for 'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz, pp. 62, 71, n. 3, 101, 119, 131, 
144, 161 (twice}, 167 f., 183. On the fictitious character of referenc·es to 'Umar b. 
'Abdal'aziz see further below, p. 206. 
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governors were responsible for the elaboration of some of their 
essential features, as Lammens and Becker have shown. 1 The 
first specialists on religious law were not satisfied with the 
practice as they found it, and their demands were incorporated 
in traditions which sometimes show a strong anti-Umaiyad bias. 

Marriage 

If divorce takes place before the consummation of the 
marriage, the husband has to pay only half of the donatio propter 
nuptias that has been fixed (Koran ii. 237). If husband and wife 
had been left together in private, the wife would normally 
claim that intercourse had taken place, which would give her 
the right to the full donatio. The judicial practice in Umaiyad 
times, however, seems to have been to reject this claim, and a 
decision to this effect is ascribed to 'Marwan b. l:Iakam or a 
governor before him' in a tradition with the isniid Ibn Wahb
Mul:mmmad b. 'Amr-Ibn Juraij-'Amr b. Dinar-Sulaiman 
b. Yasar.2 In what is clearly a later addition, a distinction 
according to place and circumstances is made; this corresponds 
to a later, Medinese, stage of the doctrine. 

But a presumption in favour ofthe claim of the wife prevailed 
both in Iraq (Muw. Shaib. 230) and, broadly speaking, in 
Medina, although. here sometimes a distinction as to place and 
circumstances was made (Muw. iii. to; Mud. v. 2). Ibn Musaiyib 
is adduced in favour both of the general claim and of the distinc
tion. This presumption was projected back in Medina to 'Umar 
and to Zaid b. Thabit (Muw.), and in Iraq to 'Ali (Mud.) and to 
Ibn Mas'ud (Muzani, iv. 38); later, it was ascribed to the first 
Caliphs.3 The original tradition on the decision of Marwan b. 
I:lakam was countered. by a more detailed version of the same 
story, where Marwan sends to Zaid b. Thabit and the latter 
convinces him that the presumption in favour of the claim of 
the wife must be recognized (Mud.). The ismidruns: Ibn Wahb 
-Ibn Abii-Zinad-his father-Sulaiman b. Yasar; this 

1 Lam mens, Taif, 1 g8, and in other places of his historical writings; Becker, 
Jslam.studim, i. 465 f., 494 ff. 

2 M11d. v. 2. The doubt regarding the person shows the lack of positive know
ledge; only the reference to the Umaiyad period is certain. The tradition, taken 
by itself, does not show whether this was Umaiyad practice or a counter-doctrine; 
the interpretation given to it here is based on the successive stages of doctrine. 

' Comm. J..fuw. Shaib. 230, n. 7, quoting Baihaqi and others. 
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counter-tradition with a family isniid is later than the time of 
Stilaiman b. Yasar. 

The opposite doctrine, rejecting the claim of the wife, did not 
disappear completely, but was projected back to Ibn 'Abbas 
and ShuraiJ:t;' it was also supported by reference to the literal 
meaning of Koran ii. 237 and xxxiii. 49· It was taken up, 
together with this argument, by Shafi'i who thus reverted un
wittingly to the Umaiyad practice. 2 

Malik and his followers were not clear whether the presump
tion which they recognized was rebuttable or conclusive (.Mud.). 
In the Maliki school, their doctrine was whittled down until the 
difference of principle as against Shafi'i disappeared (Zurqani, 
iii. Io). But the doctrine of Abii I:Ianifa and Shaibani, based on 
the same principle as that of Malik, is consistent ( Muw. Shaib.). 

Foster-relationship as an impediment to marriage was 
recognized by the pre-Islamic Arabs, and endorsed by Koran 
iv. 23 with regard to fo~ter-mothers and foster-sisters. 3 Popular 
opinion in Umaiyad ·times incorporated relationship by 
marriage into the orbit of foster-relationship, so that the foster
son of the wife of a man was deemed to be the (foster-) brother 
of the man's daughter by another wife.• Both the Iraqians and 
the Medinese adopted this popular opinion;' it was ascribed to 
Zuhri and found expression in traditions from Ibn 'Abbas and, 
on the authority of 'i\'isha, from the Prophet.6 

But this doctrine did not remain unchallenged. Shafi'i 
relates a tradition according to which Hisham b. Isma'il, the 
governor of 'Abdalmalik in Medina, in view of the popular 
objection to a marriage between persons connected in this way, 
referred the case to the Caliph who decided that this connexion 
did not constitute foster-relationship. It would be rash to 
deduce from this the/ existence of a government regulation at 
variance with the popular belief. Opposition to it became vocal 

1 Tr. Ill, 75· On the ot{r hand, Shurai~ is claimed to have b.-rn ess<"ntially in 
favour of the presumption J.fud.); this shows how arbitrary ami unreliable these 
references are. · 

• Tr. III, 55, 75; Muza i, iv. 36 ff. 3 See E./., s.v. Rarfii'. 
• The underlying idea ppcars from the technical terms laban al-ja{ll and liqii[1 

wti/.rid: the milk on which ne child was suckled was produced by' the same wntn 
gmitale by which the othey child was begotten. 

5 Muw. Shaib. 275; Mu/{. v. 88. 
6 For these and the following traditions, see !lluw. iii. ll5 If.; !lluw. Shaib. 271; 

Tr. III, qll (p. 246 f.). 
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in Medina only in Malik's time, and Malik's contemporary 
Darawardi is the common transmitter in the isnads of most 
traditions to this ·effect. These traditions, some of which are 
clearly counter-traditions, claim the authority of a number of 
Companions, including Ibn 'Abbas and 'A'isha, and of 
numerous old Medinese authorities of the generation of the 
Successors: all this is certainly spurious. 

Divorce 
The problem of the legal effects of a divorce pronounced as 

'definite' (balta) was still unsettled ·in the generation preceding 
Malik, and this uncertainty and several possible answers were 
projected back into earlier Umaiyad times in Medinese and 
lraqian traditions. 

The following two traditions are Medinese (Muw. iii. 36): 
M5Jik-Yal.tya b. Sa'id-Abu Bakr b. Mul~ammad b. 'Amr 

b.J:Iazm informed 'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz that Aban b. 'Uthman 
considered the word batla as producing a single [revocable) 
divorce, but 'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz insisted that it exhausted all 
possibilities of divorce [that is, was to be reckoned as a triple 
divorce]. 

Malik-Zuhri-Marwan b. J:Iakam decided that the word 
balta produced a triple [irrevocable] divorce. 

The following tradition is Iraqian (Alhar Shaib. 74): 
Abu J:Ianifa-l:lammad-Ibrahim Nakha'i-'Urwa b. 

Mughira as governor of Kufa was perplexed by the term batta 
and asked Shurail~. The latter quoted the opinion of 'Umar 
that it produced a single revocable divorce, and the opinion of 
'Ali who considered it as producing a triple divorce; pressed for 
his own opinion, Shurail~ held that the use of balta was a repre
hensible innovation, but that it produced either a triple or a 
single definite divorce, according to the intention of the speaker. 

This divorce with balta is a development from current 
practice and independent of the common ancient doctrine of 
Muhammadan law on divorce, a doctrine which is based on 
a not very obvious interpretation of Koran ii. 228-go. 1 Accord-

1 It may fairly be doubted whether the Koran allows more than two divorces, 
and whether verse 230 does not refer to every divorce which has become definite, 
be it the f~rst or the second. Cf. Bell, Tilt Qw'an, i. 32 and n. 4; E.!., s.v. Tala~, 
section IV. 
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ing to this common doctrine, the first and the second divorce 
pronounced by a husband over his wife are revocable and 
become definite only at the end of a waiting period ('idda) ;'the 
third divorce, however, is at once irrevocable and definite. By 
divorcing with batta the husband renounc~td his right to revoke 
the divorce and made it definite at once; it must therefore have 
been single but definite. This can safely be considered as part 
of the practice under the U maiyads. z It was recognized by the 
lraqians: they allow a single, definite divorce which is pro
nounced by using the word balta or similar exprcssions.1 

Because divorce with balta did not fit well into the clear-cut 
scheme of the common doctrine, efforts were made in both 
Iraq and Medina to make it either single and revocable, or 
triple and definite, and the traditions quoted above reflect 
these efforts. They were successful in Medina, where Malik 
preferred the second alternative (Muw. iii. 36). 

When the old meaning of divorce with batla was no longer 
understood in Hijaz, the problem of its legal effects was con
ceived in terms of the single or triple validity of a triple divorce 
pronounced in one session. The memory of the old practice was 
harmonized with current doctrine by the fictitious statement 
that a triple divorce pronounced in one session counted only as 
a single divorce in the time of the Prophet, of Ahu B.akr and the 
first three years of the caliphate of 'Umar, with the implication 
that 'Umar gave it triple validity (lkh. 310). This statement, 
attributed to Ibn 'Abbas, can be dated immediately before 
Malik; while a formal tradition through Ibn 'Abbas from the 
Prophet, to the effect that such a divorce counts as single and 

1 So far, the common doctrine doubtless reproduces the exact meaning of the 
Koranic passage. 

2 Tibrizi in his commentary on l;lamasa, i. 203, relates how Murra b. Waki' 
divorced his wife with lu1lta, being under the impression that he had the powt'r to 
revoke this divorce within a year; how his former wife was asked in marriage, 
whereupon Murra demanded her back, but she refused to return to him; and how 
Murra appealed in vain to Mu'awiya or to 'Uthmfm, in order to have his former 
wife prevented from re-marrying. The verses which are quoted in connexion with 
this story confirm it in its broad outlines but not in its details some of which arc 
uncertain (cf. the doubt whether it was Mu'awiya or 'Uthman to whom he 
appealed). Supposing that the mention of balta is authentic, the point of the story is 
the ignoranc:e of a rude bedouin (as Murra calls himself) of the legal consequences 
of a divorce, and what the bedouin thought is not evidence on the nature of the 
divorce with batta. 

J AthtirA.r.632;AthtirShaib. 78; Aluw. Shaib. 255; Tr.l, 225; Tr.ll, 11 (d), (e). 
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revocable, appeared only in the time between Shafi'i and Ibn 
I;Ianhal. 1 The Medinese considered the whole procedure a sin 
but valid as a triple divorce, and ascribed this doctrine to the 
same Ibn 'Abbas and even to the Iraqian Ibn Mas'iid (Muw. 
iii. 35). This discussion later produced traditions from the 
Prophet approving or disapproving the pronouncing of a triple 
divorce in one session, and even declaring it altogether invalid, 
as well as a large number of spurious references to Companions 
and other authorities, including those of the Iraqians, in favour 
of the Medinese opinion.z The whole problem of the triple 
divorce pronounced in one session is secondary. 

The following two traditions (Muw. iii. 34) show one of the 
reasons why divorce with hal/a was of practical importance; its 
identification in Medina with triple divorce; and the projection 
of this new problem back into the middle Umaiyad period. 

Malik--Rabi'a-Q.~sim b. Mul)ammad and 'Urwa b. 
Zubair held that a man married to four wives who divorces one 
of them with balta, is at once freq to marry again, without wait
ing for her 'iddrz to expire. 

Malik-Rabi'a-Qasim b. Mul;tammad and 'Urwa b. 
Zubair told this, their opinion, to the Umaiyad Caliph Walid 
b. 'Abdalmalik when he visited Medina, but Qasim stipulated 
that the three divorces must be pronounced in separate sessions. 

In late Umaiyad times it must have been the practice for the 
divorced wife or widow to vacate the house of her husband 
immediately, without waiting for the end of her 'idda. This 
practice is clearly stated in two Medinese traditions.3 According 
to one, Ya!)ya b. Sa'id b. 'A~ divorced his wife and her father 
took her away; 'A'isha complained to Marwan b. I;Iakam and 
asked him to have her returned to her house, but Marwan 
referred to the case of Fatima bint Qais who was divorced in 
the time of the Prophet; 'A'isha replied: 'Can you not forget 
the tradition of Fatima?', but Marwan was afraid of bad feeling 
between the former husband and wife. According to the other 
Medincse tradition, Ibn 'Umar ~i~approved of the divorced 
wife of a grandson of the Caliph '\tJthman moving during her 
'idda. 

' Sec above, p. 146. 
: Sec E.(.._. s.v. Tala~, secfions III and IV. 

Aluw. 111. 62; Muw. Shaih. 263. 
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The same practice which the Medinese traditions ascribed to 
the Umaiyads, went under the name of 'Ali in Iraq} 

The Umaiyad practice was attacked more successfully with 
references to the Koran. A counter-tradition relating the 
decision of the Prophet in the case of a certain Furai'a referred 
to Koran lxv. 2, tried to explain the opposite doctrine away by 
implying second thoughts on the part of the Prophet, and even 
claimed that 'U thman during his caliphate decided accord
ingly.z An lraqian tradition makes Ibrahim Nakha'i quote 
Koran lxv. I, which is directly relevant, and give it an arbitrary 
interpretation which makes it even stronger. 3 Koran lxv. 6 is 
also brought in. 

This secondary doctrine prevailed both in Hijaz and Iraq, 
and was ascribed to 'Umar, Ibn 'Umar and Ibn Musaiyib, and 
to Ibn Mas'ud and Ibrahim Nakha'i respectively.• 

Other points ofUmaiyad practice regarding family law have 
·been discussed before.5 

c. UMAIYAD ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE 

The starting-point of Muhammadan jurisprudence is not 
only popular practice under the Umaiyads as discussed in the 
preceding section; it is often the administrative practice of the 
government. The existence of administrative regulations, 
sanctioning the practice from which Muhammadan jurispru
dence started, is sometimes directly attested6 and can some
times be deduced from the subject-matter. Practically all 
individual cases in which we must postulate an Umaiyad ad
ministrative practice as the starting-point fall under the three 
great headings of fiscal law, law of war, and penal law; cases 
unconnected with one or bthcr of these arc few. This agrees well 
with the general character of Umaiyad government. 

1 Athtir Shaib. 76; Tr. Il, 1~ (k). 
• A1uw. iii. 74; Afuw. Sha b. 263. The Furai'a tradition cannot yet have existed 

at the time when the traditi n on 'A'isha and Marwan was put into circ:ulation; 
its several isntids (sec Zmqii i, ad Joe) have a common lrammitter in Malik's 
immediate authority Sa'd b. lsl~aq b. Ka'b h. 'lljra. 

J Athtir A. r. 613· I 
4 Muw. iii. 62, 71; Muw. Slzaib. 252, 263.-Jthtir A. L 643 If.; Jthtir Shnib. 76. 
' See above, p. 161 on mu!ltil, p. 1 OJ on disputrs about paternity, p. 182 f. on 

marriage without a wali. , 
6 See further on in this sccion and above, p. 1!)1, n. 6. 
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Fiscal Law 

The U maiyad administration imposed the zakiit tax on 
horses; this tax was accepted in Syria and Iraq, but rejected, 
after some hesitation, in Medina. Both sides expressed their 
doctrine in traditions. 1 In favour of the tax are the following 
(in Tr. Ill) : 

Malik-Zuhri-Sulaiman b. Yasar-'Umar was unwilling 
to impose the ;:,akiit on horses, but the Syrians insisted on paying 
it, and 'Umar finally agreed to accept it but ordered the takings 
to be spent locally. 

Shafi'i-lbn 'Uyaina-Zuhri-Sa'ib b. Yazid-'Umar im
posed the ;:,akiit on horses. Zuhri is the common link in the 
isntids of both traditions. 

Against the tax are directed the following (in Muw.): 
Malik-'AbdaiHih b. Diniir-Sulaiman b. Yasar-'lrak b. 

Malik-Abu Huraira-the Prophet decided that no zakiit was 
to be imposed on horses. The reference to the Prophet is meant 
to supersede that to 'Umar. Sulaiman b. Yasar is taken from 
the isniid of the first tradition. 

Malik-'Abdallah b. Dinar-Ibn Musaiyib bases an analogy 
on the exemption of horses from the ;:,akiil. 'Abdallah b. Dinar 
is the common link in the isnads of these two traditions. 

Malik-'Abdallah b. Abi Bakr b. 'Amr b. I:Jazm-his father 
-'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz gave written instructions not to impose 
zakiit on horses. This tradition with a spurious family isniid tries 
to enlist the authority of an Umaiyad Caliph against the 
U maiyad regulation. 

The lraqians, down to Abii I;Ianifa,2 accepted the zakiit on 
horses;3 but Shaibani,4 under the influence of the recent tradi
tion from the Prophet, which later appeared in the classical 
collections, changed the doctrine. 

The U maiyad administration used to deduct the ;:;akat tax 
from government pensions, and Malik states on the authority 
of Zuhri that Mu'awiya was the first who did it. In Iraq, this 
procedure was put under the authority of Ibn Mas'ud. But this 
practice was rejected by both schoolss for the systematic reason 

1 Muw. ii. 71; Muru. Shaib. 173; Athtir Shaib. 47; Tr. Ill, 83. 
• And Zufar: Zurqfmi, ii. 71. 
3 Tradition from Ibrahim Nakha'i to this effect: Athiir Slraib. 47· 
• And Abu Yiisuf: Zurqani, loc. cit. s Muw. ii. 44; Tr. II, 19 (dd). 
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that the zakiit becomes due only after one year's uninter
rupted ownership; this reason is given explicitly on behalf 
of the Iraqians, and on behalf of the Medinesc implicitly in a 
statement of the general rule with the ismid Malik-Niifi'-lbn 
'Umar. The Medinese explained away the authorities that 
might be adduced in favour of the practice,' by a tradition to 
the effect that 'Othman deducted from the pension only the 
amount of ;::akiit due for other property, on the basis of the 
declaration of the recipient. 2 The same procedure was pro
jected back to Abu Bakr in the following tradition: 

Malik-Mul~ammad b. 'Uqba consulted Qi1sim b . .1\.Jul_Jam
mad on the deduction of ;::akiit from pensions-Qasim referred 
to Abu Bakr for the general rule regarding ,;;.akiif, and stated 
that Abu Bakr followed the procedure as mentioned. This can 
be dated in the generation preceding Malik, when the proper 
decision was still in doubt. 

The Umaiyad administration seems to have levied znkrit tax 
on the property of minors. 3 

When payments were made in kind, the Umaiyad admini
stration issued assignments on its stores, and the speculative 
trade in these assignments, leading as it did to 'usury' (ribd), 
provoked a reaction on the part of the Iraqians and the Medi
nese. The Medinese prohibited re-selling food before one had 
taken possession of it, the Iraqians extended this prohibition to 
all objects.• Both the administrative practice and the ol~jcction 
raised against it are explicitly stated in a story which involvrs 
Marwan b. J:Iakam, and the objection against re-selling food 
before one has taken possession of it is ascribed to Ibn Musaiyib,S 
and expressed in traditions related by Nafi' and 'Abdallah b. 
Dinar, from Ibn 'Umar, from the Prophet. Traditions in favour 
of the extension of the prohibition to all objects were known also 
in Medina; they start with a version according to which 'Umar 
ordered I:lakim b. J:Iizam not to re-sell before he had taken 
possession,6 and this version develops into traditions from the 

1 Ibn 'Abdalbarr, quoted in Zurqani, ii. 44, mentions Ibn 'Abbi\s. 
2 'Uthman was meant to supersede Mu'awiya. 
3 See below, p. 216. 
4 Muw. iii. ''7• 129; ft.fuw. Shaib. 331; Tr. III. 5o, gs; Ri!. 47; lkfr. 327. Cf. 

above, p. 108. 
5 This is the oldest tradition on the probl!"m. 
6 This is munqa{i', on the authority of Nafi'. 
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Prophet transmitted by J:Iakim b. J:Iizam. 1 The objection pre
vailed only in the generation preceding Malik; the Kufian 
'Uthman Batti (d. A.H. 143) still allowed re~selling of all objects 
before one had taken possession (Zurqani, iii. 1 18). 

A vivid picture of the levying of tolls under Umaiyad ad
ministration is given in the following tradition (Muw. ii. 51): 

Malik relates on the authority ofYa~ya b. Sa'id that Zuraiq 
[or Ruzaiq] b. I:Iaiyan, the director of the toll-gates of Egypt 
under the Umaiyad Caliphs Walid, SuJaiman, and 'Umar b. 
'Abdal'aziz, was instructed by 'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz to levy the 
appropriate amounts from Muslims and non~Muslims
nothing if the value of their merchandise was under the pre
scribed minimum by a third of a dinar or more-and to give a 
receipt valid for one year. Whereas no reliance can be placed 
on the individual reference to 'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz, the de
scription of the procedure is certainly correct in the essentials. 

The third of a dinar within which the exemption from toll 
docs not become effective is an authentic feature; 1 it was dis
regarded by both tl-.e lraqians and the Medinese.3 For·the rest, 
the lraqians uphold the concession that the payment of toll 
frees the goods from further toll duties for a year; 4 the Medincse, 
however, subject them to toll duty every time they pass a toll
gate.5 

It is possible that the restriction of legacies to one third of the 
estate, which is of Umaiyad origin, was connected with a fiscal 
intercst.6 The estate of a person who leaves no legal heirs falls 
to the treasury, and a restriction of legacies would therefore 
tend to increase its share. Whereas this is suggested only as a 
possible explanation, the Umaiyad origin of the restriction of 
legacies to one-third of the estate is explicitly stated in the 
following tradition (Muw. iii. 245): 

Malik-Rabi'a-a man on his death-bed, when Aban b. 
'Uthman was governor [of MedinaJ, set free the six slaves who 

' 'A\1i' is the common link in the isniids ofl\~o versions; a third, which by-passes 
l•im in the imtid, adds a technir.al definition orf.vhat is meant by the prohibition. 

1 Ibn 'Abdalbarr, quoted in Zurqani, ii. 5)• considers it as ra'y and isli~stin on 
the part of 'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz. 

3 But according to Ibn Qasim, quoted ibicl., Malik let no exemption take place 
if the value was ouly a grain or two [of gold) less than the prescribed minimum; 
see al~o Muw. ii. 45. for dealing with underwfight coins. 

• Kharoj, 76; A thor Shaib. 171. 
' Tr. III, 105. f For a parallel, see below, p. :206. 
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were his only property, but Aban drew lots and set free only the 
winning two.• 

This was projected back to the Prophet, first of all as a mursal, 
both in Iraq and in Hijaz, with the i.rnads: Malik-Yal)yii. b. 
Sa'id and others-I:Iasan Ba~ri and Ibn Sirin-Prophet (Muw., 
ibid.), and IbnJuraij-Qais b.Sa'd-Maki)GI-Ibn Musaiyib
Prophet (lkh. 370 ). This tradition dates only from the second cen
tury, because Shafi'i states2 that it is the only argument which 
can be adduced against the doctrine of Tawiis on another 
problem of legacies; whether the alleged doctrine of Tiiwiis is 
authentic or not, the tradition cannot have existed in the time 
of the historical Tawiis who died in A.H. 1 o I. The whole doctrine 
on legacies was still fluid at the beginning of the second century. 

The restriction of legacies to one-third of the estate was the 
eommonancientdoctrineand was directly based on an Umaiyad 
administrative regulation. But as regards the manumission of 
slaves on the death-bed, the Iraqians, for systematic reasons, 
abandoned the drawing of lots and set one-third of each slave 
free (/k/z. 380 ff.). 

For obvious fiscal reasons, the Umaiyad administration con
trolled the granting of ownerless and uncultivated land for 
purposes of cultivation.3 As far as the disposal of land already 
under cultivation, abandoned by its former owners at the time 
of the great conqpests, is concerned, Muhammadan jurispru
dence gives only an artificially systematized picture, which as 
a whole is considerably later than the facts it purports to repre
sent. At the beginning of the second century A.H., when 
Muhammadan legal science began, there remained only the 
question whether a grant of the administration was necessary 
for a valid title to uncultivated land brought under cultivation 
for the first time (i!y•a' al-mnwiit). Both the lraqians, down to 
Abu I:Ianifa, ahd the Medinese answered in the affirmative, 
upholding the Umaiyad administrative practice which in this 
case was maintained by the 'Abbasids.4 

In the gene~ation preceding Malik, however, traditions from 
1 The manumis ion on the death-bed counts as a legacy. 
• Ris. 22; lkh. 3 1. 
3 See Becker, llamstudien, i. 218fT.; Ca~tani, Amrali, v, Y"ar 23, §§733fT. /\s 

the result of the~ llowing analysis I must, however, disagree with Becker's over· 
simplified conclusion, ibid. 227. 

4 Khartij, 36; M~w. Shaib. 356; Tr. lll, 67. 
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the Prophet were put into circulation, mostly in Medina, to the 
effect that 'if someone brings uncultivated land under cultiva
tion, it belongs to him', implying that no grant was necessary. 1 

Malik shows himself influenced by them when he adds 'and this 
is our practice', but he specifics (Mud. xv. I95) that they apply 
only to desert tracts, not to land ncar cultivated country, or as 
Ibn Ql.sim adds on the authority of Malik, not to land that has 
been granted as tribal quarters (khifa!). On the lraqian side, 
Abii Yiisuf recognized the right of the ['Abbasid] administra
tion to the control and grant of titles, but on account of the 
traditions accepted the validity of the title of the cultivator 
without a grant, and Shaibaui followed him in this. 

Connected with fiscal policy was the currency reform of the 
Umaiyad Caliph 'Abdalmalik. He fixed the official exchange 
ratio of gold to silver at I : I 4, struck silver dirhams of 'standard 
seven', that is, weighing seven-tenths of one gold dinar, and 
accordingly made 20 dirhams equivalent in value to one dinar.z 
It is not surprising that in determining the amounts of weregeld 
in gold and silver, the ancient schools of law, for once, reflect 
an earlier stage. The Iraqians fixed it at I,ooo dinar or to,ooo 
dirham, the Mcdinesc at I ,ooo dinar or I2,ooo dirham. 3 Both 
schools projected their tariffs back to 'Umar.4 

But in the details of their doctrine, the ancient Iraqians pre
suppose 'Abdalmalik's reform. They specify that the dirhams 
must be of 'standard seven' which was introduced by 'Abdal
malik and which Shaibani even calls 'the standard of Islam'. 
They further explain the different tariff of the Medincse by 
the artificial theory that the dirhams in this case must be of 
'standard six', that is, weigh six-tenths of one dinar. This kind of 
dirham never existed, but the reckoning results in approximately 
the same amount of silver for one dinar;5 this again.presupposcs 

1 .Muw. iii. 1104 and the passages referred to in the preceding note. The imtids 
arc quite fluid above Hishfim b. 'Urwa. 

1 Sec E.!., s.v. Dinar, Dirham; J. Walker, A Catalogue of the Arab-Sassanian Coins 
(British Museum, t').p ), cxlvi If. The main Arabic source is a treatise by Maqrizi, 
translated and annotated by de SaC'y, Almmairs. See also E. von Bergmann, in 
Sitzunpber. IVien, lxv. 1139 IT.; H. Sauvaire, in ].A., 7th scr., vol. xiv If. 

3 Tr. Fill, 1; Atfrar A.l'. !]Bo; .{tf~tir Shaih. 81; Aluw. iv. 32. 
4 The lraqian imads, whic-h alone arc given in full in the sources available, have 

a common link in Sha'bi. 
• Exactly the weight of 7.2 as against 7 dinar (the dinar being also a unit of 

weight). Rough reckonings like this arc not uncommon in early legal texts. 
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'Abdalmalik's reform. This ancient Iraqian theory was first put 
into the mou\h oflbrahim Nakha'i and then projected back to 
'Othman who was alleged to have fixed the weregeld at 1 2,ooo 
dirham of 'standard six'. Later still, an alleged currency reform 
of 'Umar on the basis of 'standard six' wa'> deduced.' The 
reform of 'Abdalmalik was projected back to the Umaiyad 
governor Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan.z The traditions from the 
Prophet concerning the amount of weregcld in gold and silver, 
which occur in the classical traditions, were as yet unknown to 
Shaibani.3 

The minting fees of the Umaiyad administration gave the 
lawyers an occasion for elaborating strict rules on the exchange 
of bullion for coins. 4 

Law of War 
It was the policy of the Umaiyads, for reasons of expediency, 

not to lay waste the enemy country wantonly. This was well 
known to Auza'i and to Abu Yusuf.5 In justification of the 
Umaiyad policy it was alleged that Abu Bakr instructed Yazid 
b. Abi Sufyan, a member of the Umaiyad family, to adopt it 
when he sent him at the head of an army group against Syria.6 

Syrian doctrine acknowledged the Umaiyad practice, and Ibn 
I:Ianbal considered the Abu Bakr tradition a Syrian invention.7 

The devastation of enemy country, on the other hand, was 
advocated by reference to Koran lix. 5 which authorizes the 
cutting down of trees in warfare, by counter-traditions from 
Abu Bakr and from the Prophet,8 and by 'historical' traditions 
from the Prophet.9 

Against this, the Syrians took the Abu Bakr tradition as an 
authoritative interpretation of the Koranic passage, referred to 
Koran ii. 205 which forbids the causing of devastation, and as 
far as the 'historical' traditions from the Prophet were con
cerned, concluded that there must have been a change of dis
pensation.10 

1 See de Sacy, Afonnniu, 13. 
3 See above, p. I 45· 
5 Tabari, Bt; Tr. IX, 28. 

• Tr. Vlll, t; de Sacy, ibid. '5· 
4 S!"e abov..,, p. 67. 

6 Muw. ii. 295; Mud. iii. 7 f.; Tr. Ill, 65; Tr. IX, 28 f.; Tabari, Bt. 
7 See Comm. td. Cairo on Tr. IX, 28. 
8 See above, p. '45· 9 See above, p. 139, n. 4· 

10 1r./X, 29; Tabari, 8t; Umm, iv. t6t, 173fT.; Siyar, i. 35· 
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The Medinese, under the influence of the recent traditions, 
decided for unrestricted warfare, 1 and so did the main group 
of Iraqians, reprc.~cntcd by Ab1i l;Ianifa, Abu Yusuf, and 
Shaibani,2 Some other lraqians, however, shared the doctrine 
of the Syrians, and Sufyan Thauri declared that were it not for 
the Abu Bakr tradition, he would have no objection to the 
cutting down of trecs.J 

The Umaiyad government controlled the distribution of 
booty, allotting to the rider two shares for his mount, in addition 
to his personal share.4 This was done on the basis of the records 
ir. the pay-roll (diwiin); if a person was entered in it as a foot~ 
soldier, he did not receive the share of a rider, even if he had 
acquired a horse in the meantime.5 The Iraqians accepted this 
administrative practice, all the more easily as the institution of 
the diwiin was ascribed to 'Umar. Auza'i, however, pointed out 
that the diwiin did not exist in the time of the Prophet and 
opposed to it the fictitious usage of the Prophet and of the 
Caliphs; for Shafi 'i this became s.umza. Both parties reacted in 
the same way to the practice of dividing the booty not on the 
spot but after the return of the army to Islamic territory.6 In 
this case, Auza'i positively alleged a change from the (fictitious) 
old to the (real) recent practice in A.H. 126, but this change is 
spurious.7 Malik, too, referred to the fictitious practice at the 
beginning of lslam.8 

The right of the killer to the spoils was recognized, but some 
of the ancient schools felt scruples about it.9 

Penal Law 

Byzantine and Syriac historians relate that 'Umar b. 
'Abdal'aziz in A.n. 100 (A.D. 717/718) fixed the weregeld for 
a Christian at half of that for a Muslim. 10 This does not mean 
that the full weregeld was paid before~ which would be un~ 

1 1\/ud. iii. 7 f.; Tabari, 81. ~ Tr. Ill, 28 f.; Sryar, i. 35· 
' Khart~i, 123; Tllbari, 81. 4 See above-, p. roB. 
5 Tr. IX, 4; Tabari, 72; Si)'ar, ii. 184; Mud. iii. 32[. 
6 Tr. IX, 1; 'fabari, !19; Siyar, ii. 254; Mud. iii. 12 
7 See above, p. 71. 8 See above, p. 68. 
9 See above, p. 70 f. 

1° Caetani, Cl~ronograp/,ia, year roo,§ 28. This date eems preferable to A.D. 725, 
and there is no reason to antedate it in the reign ofWalid b. 'Abdalmalik (A.H. 
86-96). \V~Jlhausen, A>ab. Rdclt, 187, sars correctly: 'under 'Umar II'. 
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likely; if weregeld for a non-Muslim was paid at all, there was 
no fixed usage, and this regulation was the starting-point. 

It is typical of the fictitious character of the frequent refer
ences to 'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz and of the lack of positive infor
mation on the partofthe ancient lawyers that here where 'Umar 
b. 'Abdal'aziz did inaugurate an important legal rule, there 
should be only an isolated reference to him which moreover is 
'weak' by the standards of the Muhammadan critics, 1 and that 
the regulation should be commonly attributed to Mu'ii.wiya. 2 

The most circumstantial version of the common story occurs in 
Aghdni, xv. 13, related by an anonymous sheikh from Hijaz on 
the authority of the freedman of an implicated party; and by 
that notorious propagator of traditions, Ibn Abi Dhi'b, on the 
authority of one Abu Suhail or Ibn Suhail who is no more than 
a name. According to it, Mu'awiya dema11ded 12,ooo dirham 
as weregeld for his Christian physician, remitted G,ooo to the 
public treasury and took 6,ooo for himself, and this usage re
mained in force until 'Umar b. 'Abclal'aziz cancelled the ruler's 
share but maintained the treasury's. 

We have here a disturbed echo of a corollary to the regulation 
of'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz. Half of the normal weregcld did in fact 
go to the next of kin of the non-Muslim victim, but the second 
half was demanded by the public treasury. This is explicitly 
stated on the authority of Zuhri ( Tr. VIII, I 3, p. 293 ult.), and 
is another example of U maiyad fiscal policy. 

The Medinese adopted the llmaiyad n'gulation as far as the 
weregeld proper for a non-Muslim was concerned, but ignored 
the demand of the public treasury. 3 The Jraqians, by insisting 
on the full weregeld for a non-Muslim, protested against the 
demand of the treasury in another way.• The Iraq ian doctrine 
was ascribed to the ancient authorities Ibrahim Nakha'i and 
Sha'bi. It seems that the same doctrine was held by at least 
some Mcdincse in the time before Malik, because Shaibani 
quotes traditions from and through Mcdinese authorities to 
this effect.s On the other hand, once discrimination against the 

1 Muw. iv. 41; Tr. VIII, 13, p. 294, I. '3· 
2 Alhtir A.1'. 972; Allrar Shaib. 87; Tr. V/Jl, 13. It was also projected back to the 

Prophet, but this too is not 'well-established' (Tr. VIII, 13, p. 294, I. ro). 
3 llfuw. iv. 11; Afud. xvi. 195; Tr. f!lll, 13. 
4 Allrtir A.r. g6g; Athtir Shaib. 87; Tr. V/11, 13. 
• Tr. Vlll, 13. He mentiom Rabi'a (this is p~rhaps g!'nuim·) and Ibn Musaiyib 
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non-Muslim had begun, some Medinese allotted him only one
third of the wercgeld for a Muslim or even less: 4,ooo dirham 
for a Jew or Christian and 8oo for a Zoroastrian. This was pro
jected back to 'Umar and 'Uthman on the authority of Ibn 
Musaiyib, and Ibn Musaiyib was made to express indignation 
at the doubt whether it was generally accepted.' But this claim 
is not correct nor is the protest of Ibn Musaiyib genuine, since 
we find a statement on the authority of Sulaiman b. Yasar to 
the effect that 'people used to fix the wcregeld for Zoroastrians 
at 8oo dirham, and for Jews and Christians at the amount 
customary between them' ( Tr. III, 43). 

The Umaiyad administration deducted the weregeld (or the 
fractions of it due for wounds) from the pension account of the 
culprit or of his tribe, if necessary in three yearly instalments, 
and paid it to the family of the victim (or to the victim in 
person).2 Mu'awiya is said to have instituted this procedure 
(Kindi, 309). This administrative practice is the basis of the 
common doctrine of the ancient schools of law. According to 
this doctrine, the 'tiqila of the culprit must. pay the weregeld for 
accidental killing (or the fraction of it due for an accidental 
wounding) in three yearly instalments ;J the 'iiqila consists in 
the first place not of the members of the tribe as such, as in 
ancient Arab tribal society from which this idea of collective 
responsibility derived,•· but of those whose names are entered 
in the same pay-roll. The Medinese, however, made the culprit 
individually responsible for all fractions amounting to less than 
one-third of the weregcld (Muw. iv. 42). Shafi'i more or less 
openly reproached them with following, against analogy, the 
decree of some governor ( Tr. VI/I, 14), and we must conclude 
that they endorsed an administrative ruling which left it to the 
aggrieved party to collect smaller amounts from the culprit.s 

(a lictitiom authority; see below for another doctrine ascribed to him); he also 
quotes from Zuhri a statement pointing out that Mu'awiya's regulation diverged 
from the practice under Abii Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthman, and a tradition which 
make.~ 'Utlunan fix the weregeld for a non-Muslim at the full amount. 

1 Tr. I'll/, 13, p. 294· The amount of 4,ooo dirham is bascdon the Medinese rate 
of 1 ,ooo dinar or 12,ooo dirham for the weregeld of the Muslim (see above, p. 203). 

2 See Gaudefroy-Demombynes, in Afilangts Dussaud, ii. 826 and n. 7· 
' The weregeld for murder and the fractions of it due for intentional woundings 

are to be borne by the culprit himself. 
4 See Robertson Smith, Kimhip, 64; Procksch, Blutracht, 56 fT. 
' The lraqians made the 'tiqila responsible for all damages for accidental wound-
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The Umaiyad administration, moreover, seems to have fixed 
the actual fractions of the weregcld which were due for certain 
kinds of wounds. 1 

The Umaiyad administration did not interfere with the 
working of the old Arab lex talionis, as modified by the Koran. 1 

Considerations of public policy regarding the execution of 
murderers, such as are found in, or rejected by, the Iraqian and 
Medinese schools, 3 do not necessarily reflect a corresponding 
administrative practice. 

As regards the purely Islamic fzadd punishments and similar 
penalties, however, there are positive traces of an Umaiyad 
practice from which the ancient schools of law started. This 
practice was in some respects irregular by later standards.4 

The non-Muslim slave who escaped to the enemy was killed 
or crucified at the discretion of the government (imiim), if he 
was recaptured; Auz~i'i gave his opinion (ray) endorsing this 
prartirc, the Iraqians and the Mcdinese n;jected it.s 

The Umaiyad administration refused to cut off the hand of a 
slave who had run away from his master in Islamic territory and 
stolen.6 Both Medinese and lraqians held that the slave was 
liable to the punishment for theft prescribed in Koran v. 38.7 

A Nafi' tradition makes Ibn 'Umar insist on it agaimt the 
Umaiyad governor Sa'id b. 'A~; another tradition makes 'Umar 
b. 'Abdal'aziz countermand what had hitherto been the 
accepted opinion.8 The thesis of the Medinese was projected 
back to Qasim b. Mul)ammad, Salim, and 'Urwa, and Malik 
found it held unanimously in MLdina. 

Both ancient schools, however, agreed that only the govern
ment, and not the master, could cut off the hand of a slave as 

ing which amounted to one-twentieth of the weregeld or more; but one-twentieth 
is the smallest fraction applicable. Lesser amounts, which are not assessed in 
fractions of the weregeld, are to be borne by 'ihe culprit himself. See Atluir A.r. 979; 
Atlrar Shaib. 85; Tr. VIII, 14. The Iraqians, therefore, whilst materially rejecting 
the administrative regulation, remained formally influenced by it. 

1 See above, p. 114, and below, p. 217. 
2 See E.l., s.v. Iriitil; Lammens, L'Arabie occidmtale, 233· 
J See above, p. 111 and below, p. 274· 
4 Cf. abon•, p. 1!)1 and II. 5• 
s 1i. IX, tB; Tnbari, 97· 
6 We have seen above, Joe. cit., that the usual punishment for theft under the 

Umaiyads was not cutting off the hand, but flogging. 
7 Muw. iv. 81; 11/uw. Shaib. 303; Tr. Ill, 147· 
1 'I used to hear'; on the meaning of this formula see above, p. 101. 
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a punishment for theft.' The tradition from Ibn 'Umar, which 
advocates the opposite doctrine, cannot therefore be the basis 
of the Medinese doctrine. 

Banishment as part of the punishment for for11ication is 
known to the ancient lraqians as a current practicc,z but re
jected by them as likely to lead to further temptation. 3 This 
opinion was ascribed to Ibrahim Nakha'i and projected back to 
'Ali, and the opinion in favour of banishment was put under the 
authority of Ibn Mas'ud; all this is reported with the isndd 
l;Iammiid-Ibrahim.4 The Iraq ian opposition put into circulation 
counter-traditions from 'Ali advocating banishment. Although 
this opinion did not prevail in Iraq, it prevailed in Medina 
where it found expression in traditions, among others, from 
Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman, 'Umar b. 'Abdal'aziz, and the 
Prophet himself.S For Shafi'i, the administrative practice had 
become the sumza of the Prophet. 

It was the practice under the Umaiyads not to apply ~add 
punisluueuts in the an11y iu enemy ct>llllll y, fl11 li·at or tlt-~wr
tion.6 The information on Auza'i is contradictory on details; it 
shows, however, that he endorsed the practic-e whilst idealizing 
it. In Iraq, Abu l;Ianifa introduced a systematic theory of the 
applicability of religious punishments and their territorial 
limits;' it has its basis in the old practice but goes farther in 
restricting fzadd punishments. Abu Yusuf and Shaibani relate 
traditions from Companions, and finally from the Prophet, in 
favour of the prartice; their isniids are significantly Syrian and 
lraqian.3 The Medinese did not recognize the practice, but 
Malik made at least the concession that the commander might 
postpone the {!add punishment if he was otherwise engaged in 
enemy country. 

Auza'i considers it natural that ~add punishments in the 

1 ,Uud. xvi. 57; Muw. Shaib. 303. 
' The judge Ibn .-\bi Lailii endorsed it: Tr. I, 254. 
3 Atluir Slraib. go; Ji·. 11, tS {f),(~). 
4 The person responsible for these traditions is certainly not Ibrahim but 

f:l.ammad or someone who used his name. 
s J\fllrt'. iv. ll, 12; Tr. IT, tB (?.}: l.'mm, ,.;.II!). 

'' 1./r,,,ij, 10!1; .\{""·h. 107; 1o. 1.\. ·!7; I aloall. :;1. 
7 See brlow, p. :298. 
8 See also Comm. td. Cairo on Tr. TX. 27 (p. 82, n. t ). The Iraq ian i•nads ha' e 

a common liuk in A'mash. In one ofth<" later \'ersions, with a strong anti-l1 mai~ad 

hia~. \\'alid b. 'llqba, a half-brother of 'l!thman, is ill\oiHd. 
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army should be administered by milit.-.ry commanders, even 
those of lower rank; Abu I:Janifa insists, as a part of his syste
matic reasoning, that only the cadi is competent to do it. 
Shafi'i, with consistent and systematic reasoning, cuts across the 
previous divisions of doctrine. This is typical of the growth of 
legal doctrine out of, and away from, the old practice. 

Other Branchrs of Law 

At the same time at which the wen·gcld for a non-Muslim was 
fixed at half of that for a Muslim' it was decreed that Christians, 
and presumably non-Muslims in general, could not give 
evidence against Muslims. This did not imply that their evidence 
against Muslims had been admitted before, but it meant that 
their evidence was henceforth to be admitted in cases where 
only non-Muslims were involved. The Koran (ii. 282, v. 106, 
lxv. 2) had ordered the Muslims to choose their witnesses from 
amongst themselves ;2 but nothing was said about the evidence 
of non-Muslims against one another. The Iraqians ·endorsed 
the administrative practice for which they claimed the autho
rity of Shurail_1 (Tr. I, 109), and later that of the Prophet. 3 

Ya~ya b. Aktham (quoted in Sarakhsi, xvi. 133) calls this 
doctrine 'the consensus of the old authorities'. 

The Iraqian judge Ibn Abi Laila regarded .Jews and Chris
tians as belonging to two different religions, and therefore 
admitted their evidence only against their own co-religionists; 
this corresponded to the ancient practice.4 Abu I:Janifa and 
Abu Yusuf, however, opposed the unbelief of all tolerated 
religions to the true belief of Islam, and therefore held that all 
adherents of tolerated religions could give evidence against one 
another. In the particular case of Tr. I, 35, Ibn Abi LaiHi by 
an expedient but inconsistent decision admitted the evidence 

· of non-Muslims against one another but exclnded regress 
against a Muslim, whereas Abu I:Janifa and Abu Yusuf, with 
stricter systematic reasoning, rejected the evidence of non
Muslims because it would lead to regress against a Muslim. 

When no Muslims were available to witness the will of a 

1 See above, p. 205. 
2 For an exception in one particular case, see what follows. 
, See above, p. 146. 
4 See Kindi, 351, on Khair b. Nu'aim, judge of F.gypt, 1\.11. 120-7. 
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Muslim who died on :1 journey, the Koran itself (v. 106) de
clared the evidence of non-Muslims valid, and Ibn Abi Laila 
decided accordingly,' again presumably in keeping with the 
ancient practice. Legal doctrine from Abu I:Ianifa onwards, 
however, rejected the evidence ofnon-Muslims in this case, and 
Ahii Yusuf arbitrarily declared the Koranic passage to have 
been repealed by lx:v. 2. 

The Medinesc rejected the evidence of non-Muslims alto
gether, evcn against one another (Mud. xiii. 7), and Shafi'i 
followed this, providing systematic reasons ( Umm, vii. 38 ff.). 
This doctrine represents the full victory of the tendency to 
religious exclusiveness over the ancient practice. 

If a man disappears and is not heard of, his wife must wait 
four years for him before she is free to undergo the 'idda and to 
remarry. The period of four years was based on an administra
tive regulation. Malik and before him Rabi'a insisted that the 
government (sultan, imam) should fix the term of four years in 
every individual case (Mud. v. I 30, I 33). Rabi'a docs not yet 
refer to any traditions, but uses the customary expressions 'we 
have heard' and 'it is said' for opinions that found general 
approval. 2 In the time of Malik, the doctrine had found ex
pression in a tradition from 'Umar, transmitted by YaJ.lya b. 
Sa'id, 3 and Malik regarded it as the 'practice'. 

But some Medinese held that no matter when the first 
lnrsband returned, he could reclaim his wife or demand the 
donatio propter nufJlias back, and expressed their doctrine in two 
counter-traditions, one from 'Umar and the other from 'Uth
man.4 Others went still farther in their opposition to the 
government regulation, as Shafi'i relates, and contested the 
time limit of four years altogether by saying: 'This does not look 
like a decision of 'U mar.' But their opposition, based on a 
religious scruple, did not prevail, and Zurqani (iii. 57) could 
represent the Medincse doctrine which perpetuated the ad
ministrative regulation, as perpetuating a consensus of the 
Companions and the concurring opinion of a number of 
Successors. 

1 Tr. I, 1 11; cf. Sarakhsi, xxx. 152. 
2 See above, p. 101. 

' Muw. iii. 5G: Jo.lud., Joe. cit.; Tr. Ill, 82. 
• Ibn Musaiyib appt·ars in the imridr of both traditions from 'Umar; neither 

rdi:rrnce can be considcrcJ genuine. 
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The position of the grandfather with regard to the brothers 
was uncertain in the ancient agnatic Arab law of inheritance 
which the Koran had maintained in principle, whilst super
imposing on it its new system of 'heirs by quota' .1 The ancient 
doctrine of Muhammadan law makes the grandfather inherit 
on the same footing as the brothers, but guarantees him one
third of the combined shares if there arc more than two brothers. 
There is no possible systematic reason for this guarantee, and a 
tradition (Muw. ii. 3GB) shows its origin in an administrative 
regulation ofUmaiyad times, projected back into the period of 
the first Caliphs: 

Mii.lik-Ya):lyii. b. Sa'id2-Mu'awiya consulted Zaid b. 
Thabit by letter on the share of the grandfathr; Zaid wrote 
back that Allah knew best, the rulers had decided it, and the 
two previous Caliphs ['Umar and 'Uthman] let him share 
equally with one or two brothers, but if there were more 
brothers, guaranteed him one-third. 

This was improved and transformed into the dogmatic state
ment that 'Umar, 'Uthmiin, and Zaid b. Thiibit gave the 
grandfather, when there were also brothers, one-third. Another 
version with a full, improved isntid acknowledges the process of 
backward projection by declaring ingenuously that "Umar 
treated the grandfather in the same way in which he is treated 
nowadays'. · 

Two unsuccessful Iraqian opinions reject the administrative 
regulation. 3 One systematizes rigidly by primitive qi;•as and 
makes the grandfather preclude the brothers from inheriting; 
this was projected back to Abii Bakr, as being senior to 'Umar 
and 'Uthman, and to other Companions, and was held by 
Abi"t J:lanifa. The other opinion makes the grandfather inherit 
on the same footing as the brothers and adopts the principle of 
a minimum guarantee, but fixes it· at one-sixth of their com
bined shares. The sixth is meant to replace the arbitrary third 
of the administrative regulation, and is derived from the sixth 
which is the share of the grandfather when he inherits as an 
'heir by quota', on the basis of a broad interpretation of Koran 

1 Sec E./.,~.\'. Mirtith. 
2 Tl.t imtid i~ iuterrupted (munqn!i') ht're; this makes it probable that tht' lradi· 

lion originated in tht' generation preceding 1\liilik. 
'Mrtw.Shaib.:J14; Tr.l, 122; Tr.ll, 16(a),(J);Ris.81. 
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iv. r r. This opinion W<ts projected b.nrk to the old Iraq ian 
authorities 'Ali and Ibn .Mas'iid, and was held by Ibn Abi 
Laila. But the majority of Iraqians in the time of Shaihani held 
the same opinion as the Medinese. 

D. THE ATTITUDE OF THE ANcrENT Scnoor.s OF LAw 
TO UMAlYAD PRACTICE 

The evidence collected in this chapter makes it necessary to 
discard the opinion, ofien expressed as part of a priori ideas on 
the origins of Muhammadan jurisprudence, that the l\lcdiucse 
were stricter, more deeply inspired by the religious spirit of 
Islam, and more uncompromisingly opposed to the worldly 
Umaiyads than the Iraqians. There was no essential difference 
between the Medinese and the Iraqians, or the Syrians, in their 
general attitude both to Umaiyad popular practice and to 
Umaiyad administrative regulations, and their several reactions 
to each partinrl:~r prohlrm wrrr. pnrrly fortuitous, wlrrthcr thr.y 
endorsed, modified, or rejected the practice whkh they f(nmd. 
\Ve sometimes find the I raqians stricter and more critical of 
Umaiyad practice than the Medinese, and the .Medincse rnore 
dependent on the practice than the lraqians.' The consistent 
reference to traditions from the Prophet as the decisive criterion 
was introduced only by Shafi'i, following the acti,·ity of the 
traditionists, and Shafi'i was bound by the fortuitous result of 
the growth of traditions up to his time. 

The common attitude of the ancient schools of law to 
U maiyad practice is anterior to the historical fiction of early 
'Abbasid times which made the Umaiyads convenient scape
goats. The following chapter will show that apart from this 
common attitude there existed at the earliest stage of Muham
madan jurisprudence a considerable body of common doctrine 
which was subsequently reduced by the increasing differences 
between the schools. 

1 Above, pp. 200, 207, 212. Sec also above, p. 73 f., on 'JUnna of the Prophet' 
as an Iraqian concept. 


